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AN KARLY BOOK ON THE AURICULA
Walter C. Blasdale, Berkeley, Calif.

Conclusion
The second chapter is concerned with the cultural details of grow-

ing Auriculas and adds nothing of importance to our knowledge of it.
The third chapter, which is devoted to the growing of Auriculas from

seed, is introduced by the statement that the only methods of improving a
collection of Auriculas are either by sowing the seed or by purchasing
plants from others. He disapproves of the latter method, in part be-
cause of the questionable integrity of the florists who sell them. lie
states further that Nature offers unlimited possibilities for the improve-
ment of plants, especially of Auriculas. He writes that his experience has
shown that seeds derived from any one of the three classes may yield
plants which could be put into any one of the three classes, and that the
seed of a particular plant may produce plants bearing but little resemb-
lance to that from which the seed was derived. Nevertheless, he advises
the grower to sow only seed derived from plants that yield the most beau-
tiful, the most velvety, the largest and most deeply colored flowers, even
though he concedes that a fair Auricula may come from the seed of a
poor one and that a beautiful one may come from the seed of one which
is only mediocre. He also thinks it necessary to deprecate the notion
that Auricula seed should be sown only when the moon is full, this again
as the result of his own experience.

A notable feature of M. Guenin's work is the absence of any refer-
ence to cross-fertilization and to segregation of plants used for seed pro-
duction from those possessing less desirable characters. These practices
were in use in England many years before his book was published. Rich-
ard Bradley, one of the first to demonstrate sexuality in plants by actual
experiment, had published his book entitled New Improvements in Plant-
ing and Gardening, which marked the beginning of a new era in the art
of gardening. The third edition of it, published in London in 1719, states
that one should "Improve the Variety by planting such Flowers as are
of most different colors together whilst they are in Bloom, so that the
seed-vessels of the one may receive the Dust of the other and by that
Means give us an agreeable Mixture of Colors in those Plants we raise
from Seeds; and it would be worth while an Enquiry, whether the Seeds
thus impregnated, partake more of the Shape or the Colors of the Flowers
of the Mother Plant; to be certain of which, the Plant you make trial of
must be castrated of its Stamens before they are ripe or bust open."
Apparently floriculture had not attained as high a stage of development
in France as in England by 1738.

Although M. Guenin appears to have been unfamiliar with practices
which a belief in the sexuality of plants sanctions, some of his ideas re-
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lating to the improvement of the Auricula are based 011 expriences which
can not be discounted even at the present dale. The Auricula is dis t ing-
uished among ornamentals by the unusual lack of stability in all plants
of it grown from seed, at least as to the form, size, and coloring of its
flowers. M. Guenin states that we can grow a hundred plants from the
same batch of seed, no two of which are identical. We now know that ex-
treme variability is one of the evidences of the hybrid origin of a plant.
This book makes it probable that at least two species of Primula were
concerned in the Auriculas grown in France in 1738. Although this varia-
bility made it possible to obtain improved plants by growing them from
seed the percentage of those which possessed new and desirable proper-
ties was extremely small. Furthermore, additional plants, which pos-
sessed those desirable properties, could not be obtained unless they were
reproduced by vegetative methods.

Photo : Walter C. Blasdale

Fig. 2. Iteprnduction of a portion of Plate No. 208 from WtHnmann's Phi/ttin-
thoza h-onographid, Vol. 1 (1737). {''lowers of plant (6) red, striped with
yelloiv ; the semi-double flowers of plant (c ) reddish purple.

Attempts to improve the Auricula by the methods employed by
M. Guenin are comparable to a game of chance in which the odds are
overwhelmingly against the players. The progress these pioneers were
able to make speaks well for the enthusiasm and persistence with which
they labored. Richard Bradley's proposal to improve plants by use of
seed obtained by castration of flowers growing on plants possessing de-
sirable characters with pollen derived from other plants possessing
these characters, gave the key to success in establishing a real science of
plant breeding. Efforts to put these ideas into practice led to the dis-
covery of many unforeseen difficulties which have not been entirely over-
come. However, the odds against the success of the would-be improver
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of the Auricula are decidedly less than they were at the time of M. Guenin.
In concluding this brief account of M. Guenin's work I would add

certain comments which its pages suggest. Even by 1738, long before
the Auricula had attained the perfection it reached a century later, its
many varied charms had put it into a class which no other ornamental
had reached. The intensity of the efforts of its devotees to add further
beauties to it was scarcely equaled by that reached during the Tulip
mania of an earlier period but, unlike that episode, continued with un-
abated force over more than a century without degenerating into a riot of
commercial speculation which, in Holland, had to be suppressed by legal
restrictions.

Wholesome competition between growers in the production of new
varieties played a large part in arousing and sustaining this interest.

ft"JH

1'hoto : Wal te r <". Hlasclale

/• .(}- 3. Itt'prodiH tion of a portion of Plate A'o. 214 from \\'e,i-nnninti's I'hi/tan-
thoza Tconogrtiphia, Vol. 1 (1737). ('.n.und color of flowers 33 and 38 yellou;
of 32, 35, 36, 40, 41 and 42 shades of red, of 34 deep brown, of 37 and 39 red-
dish iiufpli'. Color of the stripings white and yellow.

The setting up of a well-stocked theatre for the admiration of those who
were, as well as of those who were not, Auricula enthusiasts, was the
great event of the year for such growers. M. Guenin writes that the
persons who staged Euch exhibits got more pleasure from doing so than
did those for whose pleasure they were staged.

Since the time of M. Guenin the Auricula has lost little and has
gained much in the varied items which combine to make it an exquisitely
beautiful flower, the loss of radiating stripes is scarcely to be regretted,
although it is conceivable that this item might have been perfected to
the degree that it has reached in certain varieties of the Carnation. The
disappearance of double flowers cannot be called a noteworthy loss,
although I recall a colored plate of a double black Auricula, in Vol IV
(1S4S) of Plore des Serres et des Jardins, which indicates that beautiful
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double Auriculas have been grown. Losses and gains in color shades
and color combinations are diff icult to appraise since we have no de-
pendable color reproductions of the Auriculas of 1738, but there seem
to have been more of the deep shades of purple and brown, as well as of
pure black, which appear but rarely in our present day Auriculas, except
in the rarer edged varieties. It should be possible to restore these re-
markable color effects to the more readily propagated varieties. On the
other hand, there is a notable absence of blues and violets in the descrip-
tions of Auriculas of the earlier date.

The important gains include color shadings from dark to light, ex-
lending from the inner to the outer portion of the corolla limb; these
appear in the comparatively modern Alpine Auriculas and makes their
advent a notable acquisition. Further, development of a continuous
coating of farina greatly improved the texture and brilliancy of the
corolla eye and the addition of edgings of green, gray, or white added a
feature not known in any other flower. Finally, the perfection of a flat-
tened, well-rounded corolla limb appears to be more widely realized in
Auriculas of the present day than at the time of M. Guenin.

A Supplementary Note
Shortly after sending the manuscript of this article to the Editor I

discovered a paper on the same subject written by Rev. G. D. Dunlop,
which was published in the Diamond Jubilee Report of the Southern
Section of the National Auricula Society of England in 1936. This
paper deals with an earlier edition of Guenin's book and contains some
information which should be added to that already given. I am indebted
to Mr. Dunlop for fu r ther facts regarding this ed i t ion which he sent me
in response to my request. The following items should be added to the
preceding paragraphs.

(1) The first edition, concerning which I have no specific informa-
tion, was published in 1732; another, which was reviewed by Mr. Dunlop,
in 1735, still another, which was reviewed by me, in 1738. The 1735
edition consists of 237 pages, the 1738 edition of 74 pages of the same size.

(2) The preface to the 1735 edition is signed "Ingenue" (a frank or
artless person) which contains the same letters as Guenin and is a cryptic
method of revealing the author's real name, in accordance with a common
custom of the eighteenth century.

(3) In the introductory chapter the author states that his father was
also a fancier, lived to the age of 79 and passed on this interest to his son.
He adds quaintly phrased information of a personal nature some of which
is translated by Mr. Dunlop in these words: "And the interest is all the
stronger in me, because I see nothing in it but what is innocent, and it
permits those engaged in it to lead a saintly life, and exempt from all
reproach and it serves as a gracious relaxation for gentlemen of the study
and the office The Auricula has qualities over and above other
flowers: it is green all the year round, and consequently the Fancier has
the joy of watching its development or checking its decadence: it haw a
fragrance sweet and charming: it makes very beautiful bouquets: it has
constancy: and it flowers twice the year." • • , - • :,'
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( 4 ) The matter found in the 1735 but not in the 1738 edition is
largely made up of a number of short poems by one of M. Guenin's inti-
mate friends named Le Pickart who was also a fancier. These poems
are largely of a doggerel character; some of them are concerned with
the charms of the Auricula. There is also a list of French Fanciers of
that day comprising nearly 200 names with their accompanying titles or
occupations. They include members of the nobility, officers of the Crown
and Court, military officers and "Canons of the Cathedral, Clergy and
Monks—a great number. 'At the Abbey at Tournai there were no less
than 15 Theatres." There were also members of the learned professions,
merchants, tradesmen and artisans. The list calls forth (as translated)
these sentences: "And it is good to observe that it is frequently among
the Workmen and Humble Folk that one finds the most beautiful plants.
Nature having no particular regard for Dignities, so often confers upon
these others her most perfect productions."

V

IMPORTANT NOTICE
General election of officers will be held at the annual meeting of the

American Primrose Society, December 17, 1946, 7:30 P. M. at Library
Hall in the Public Library, S. W. 10th and Yamhill Sts., Portland. Mem-
bers outside of the Portland area in good standing who wish to vote but
who cannot attend the annual meeting may send for ballot, request to
be received by the Corresponding Secretary, Mrs. S. R. Smith, Route 16,
Box 102, Portland 2, Oregon not later than November 19, 1946. Marked
ballots must be returned to the Corresponding Secretary before the
annual meeting, at which time they will be opened and counted.

Thomas Alfred Woston
We regret to report the passing of our late member Thomas Alfred

Weston of Hillsdale, N. J. on May 6th. Mr. Weston, a writer and gardener
of wide repute, originated Violas Jersey Gem, Jersey Jewell and Jersey
Belle and was co-introducer of Viola Rosina. Editorial work included the
post of senior editor of The Florists Exchange, service on the board of
editors of The Home Garden and authorship of the newspaper feature
"One Man's Garden" for The New York Herald Tribune. In addition to
contributing to the Encyclopedia Britannica and several garden diction-
aries, Mr. Weston was the author of two books, "All About Flowering
Bulbs" and "Practical Carnation Culture."

Born in London in 1878 Mr. Weston began gardening in childhood
becoming a professional gardener at the age of 21. But his unselfish
interest in all matters pertinent to gardening, his time given in lectures
and articles, his absorption in work carried on in the little lean-to green-
house back of his garage and his garden containing many rare plants
and a choice collection of Primulas all attest to the dedication of his life
to gardening for the love of it.
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NOTES ON BOTANICAL NOMENCLATURE
Donald Neil O'Connell

One of the signs of a good gardener is his familiarity with the names
of the plants he grows and his ability to use these names correctly. For
many gardeners, common plant names prove sufficient, such names as
"Lady Slipper" or "Primrose", but as their horticultural interest and ex-
perience grow, they discover ambiguities in these common plant names
and are certain to feel the need of some more exact, more systematized
nomenclature. They find that one man's "Lady Slipper" is another's
"Ram's Head" and that there are better than five hundred kinds of
"Primrose". The serious gardener finds it to his advantage to adopt the
scientific system of naming his plants, binomial nomenclature.

The system of binomial nomenclature was introduced into botany
by Karl von Linne', whose name is better known in its Latinized form.
Linnaeas, a brilliant Swedish naturalist of the eighteenth century, in his
Species Plantarum of 1753, a descriptive enumeration of the majority
of the plants known at that time. Previous to the appearance of this
work, plants were designated by lengthy Latin polynomials which were
hi reality brief descriptions of the plants they denoted. These sum-
mary Latin descriptions were often of many terms, an example is to
be found in Gerard's Herbal, printed in 163(i: Primula hortensis omnium
maxima et serotina t'loribus plenis, the greatest double-flowered late
English garden Cowslip. It is not to be wondered at that this treasure
did not survive the ordeal to grace our gardens today. Different botan-
ists chose different characteristics of a plant as significant or even dis-
agreed in their description of the same characteristic; therefore the
plant often appeared under a different name in every work in which it
was described. The Linnaean system of botanical nomenclature is, in
contrast, simple and exact.

Homologous plant individuals, clones, comprise a species; related
species a genus. The scientific name of any plant consists of its genus
and species. Where it is desirable to make interspecific differentiations,
subspecies, varieties, and forms are appended to the specific name proper
and their status signified by the abbreviations subs., var., and f. or forma.
As example, the scientific name for the well-known "Gold Band Lily" is
Lilium auratum var. platyphyllum, Lilium being the genus, auratum the
species, and platyphyllum the variety. The generic name is always
capitalized and is a noun or noun-equivalent. The specific and sub-
specific names are written in small letters unless they are commemora-
tive terms derived from a proper name or a previous generic name and
are adjectives, nouns in apposition, or genitives. The specific and sub-
specific names must agree in gender with the generic name. The
botanical name of the common English Primrose is Primula vulgaris.
Primula is a feminine noun, and vulgaris is a descriptive adjective mean-
ing "common". P. Sieboldii is named in commemoration of a person,
therefore the specific name, Sieboldii, is capitalized. It would be in-
correct to capitalize "vulgaris". An example of the second case where
capitalization of the specific nomen is employed is P. Auricula. This
and several related species were originally placed in a genus of their
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own, the genus Auricula ursi, literally, "bears' ears". When it was rec-
ognized to be more properly a member of the genus Primula, the older
generic name was retained as the specific name. It is never proper to
capitalize a specific name denoting origin, such as P. bhutanica or
P. burmanica.

How does a plant receive its name? The first person to accurately
describe a species has the privilege of naming that species, but the
description must appear in print and be placed on sale to the general
public or botanical institutions or be distributed to representative
botanical institutions to be valid. A figure of the plant is not an ample
description, but must be accompanied by a Latin diagnosis sufficiently
accurate to enable positive identification of the species.* If it is found
that a species has been validly described under a different name than that
in current usage or than a newly proposed name, the prior name always
has precedence, and the name of later publication becomes merely a
synonym. It was recently found that P. Winter! had been validly pub-
lished under the name P. Edgeworthii prior to the publication of the
former name; therefore P. Edgeworthii is now the correct name of this
species, P. Winter! becoming a synonym, however difficult it may prove
for gardeners to make the change.

Since several authors may apply the same specific name to different
species, it becomes necessary to distinguish such homonyms one from
the other. Therefore, it is customary in botanical usage to append the
name of the author to a plant name—often abbreviating his name. Thus,
P. Edgeworthii Pax was named and described by Pax, and P. calderiana
W. W. Sm. et Forrest by Sir William Wright Smith and George Forrest.
The name of the author is not set off from the specific name by a comma.

In naming hybrids, one of two forms may be employed: it may be
given a Latin specific preceded by the sign X or be indicated by the
names of the parent plants separated by this sign. The hybrid between
PP. Bulleyana and Beesiana could be indicated as P. Bulleyana x Beesi-
ana or given a specific name, as P. x Bullesiana—in this case, a con-
traction of the parental names. When the former method is employed,
the parental names should appear in alphabetical order, unless the exact
parentage of the cross be known, in which case, the female parent is
written first followed by the sign .9 and then the male parent followed
by the sign $ : P. Bulleyana 9 x Beesiana $ . In crosses of a more
complex nature, involving several species, the following form may be
used: P. (Bulleyana 2 x Beesiana <} ) 9 x Beesiana S. In hybrids
where there are more than one form, such as several of the natural
hybrids of the Section Auricula, the different forms may be named and
designated by certain Greek letters; or the forms may be distinguished
by showing the preponderant parent by means of the sign >, thus:
P. Clusiana > x minima, a form in which P. Clusiana is the dominant
parent,

Recommendations have been made regarding the nomenclature of
horticultural varieties. The varietal name should consist of not more

(Continued on Page 31)

•Previous to Jaiiiwry 1. 1935, descriptions in any modern language were considered va l id ,
but us of that date, all descriptions In another language must lie accompanied by a Latin
diagnosis, wi th the exception of I'acti'ria.
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Kxcerpts f rom it Keport of the Society's Representation at the
I n l r r n a t i n i m l Klower Show, New York, March 1H-38, 1JM«

Mrs. Ernest L. Scott, Bogota, N. J.

The American Primrose Society shared Booth 219 on the third floor of the
Grand Central Palace with the Eastern States Chrysanthemum Society. Under
the American Primrose Society sign stood a window box filled with Primroses
which had been forced under glass, mostly Klein's variety given by Mehr of Fair-
view, N. J. These were in 3" pots and bright orange, in addition to which blue, red
and white Polyanthus from my own place were shown.

The main interest centered in the following: (1) On the ground .floor were
magnificent gardens, most of which used Primroses. Many people at our booth
viewing the sign and the window box were delighted to find the name of the flower
they had admired. It surprised us to find how many people did not know the name
of them. (2) Next in interest were the many people from foreign countries who
knew Primroses as wild flowers connected with the fields and meadows of their
childhood. I learned to recognize the smile of affectionate recollection on the faces
of these people. One woman from Norway went away in tears saying they made
her -so homesick she could not look at them longer! When I saw this particular
look of recognition I stepped over and asked, "Did you see them growing wild when
you were young?" There were two from Austria, one from Vienna, two from
Ireland, one from Scotland, and others from England, Germany, Sweden and the
Ukraine who knew them as wild flowers. They all insisted that they were pale
yellow. The man from the Ukraine said as boys they would run in the meadows,
jump over the brook, pause to pluck a flower and suck the sweet from the tip.
Loving Primroses myself, I suppose it pleased me to see how much other people
loved them.

Hosts and hostesses presided over the booth the entire six days of the show
from 10 A. M. to 10:30 P. M.

The Bremerton Show
On April 16th and 17th of this year the East Bremerton Garden Club sponsored

a statewide Primrose show at the Civic Recreation Center in Bremerton, Washing-
ton. Bremerton, lying across Puget Sound from Seattle, has for some time been a
nucleus of Primrose interest, the tempo of which has been rising rapidly the last
few years making a major exhibition of this kind a natural climax.

Press reviews described the event as being a brilliant showing attended by
throngs who had not, until that time, known how winningly beautiful and enchant-
ing Primroses could be. Moss covered tables backgrounded by woodsy material
and flowering fruit branches held "hundreds of plants in full flower which carpeted
the moss and wooded foundations and where Primroses lifted in mauve and maize,
in cobalt and purple, white and crimson, white Violets nestled in the moss at
their roots, and everywhere was velvet color and the shine of Primroses."

Polyanthus, single and double Primroses, Juliana hybrids new and old, seed-
ling exhibits and species Primula were brought by professional and amateur grow-
ers to make a memorable picture and give the spur to future plans on a greater
scale. The list of ribbon winners in the Amateur Division was long with Mrs.
Harold T. Lebo, Mrs. Luther Elmore and Mrs. R. E. Hensel winning the highest
number of awards. Professional first, second and third awards were won by
Mr. J. L. Day of Kirkland with Polanythus of outstanding colors and quality, Mrs.
Thomas Neville of Poulsbo with Juliana hybrids, many being her originations
which included pastel shades and doubles, and Mrs. Harry Walton of Silverdale with
an exhibit including seedlings of crosses using the Polyanthus "Cowichan."

Mrs. Harold T. Lebo acted as general chairman for the show with Mrs. R. E.
Hensel, president of the club, as assistant chairman. Staging, schedule and classifi-
cation, publicity, placing, entries, commercial exhibits, program and tea table were
in charge of Mesdames Neil Meredith, Luther Elmore, R. E. Hensel and P. Y.
Wyman, Chester Reynolds, A. Tweed, Harold Lebo, Esther Johnson and F. S.
Fredericks.

•f
Southeast Portland Primrose Show

The Southeast Primrose Show, sponsored by Powellhurst Garden Club, was a
competitive exhibition open to all Southeast Portland amateur Primrose growers.
The show, held on the second floor of Fred Meyer's store, S. E. 82nd Ave. and Foster
Blvd. April 4th and 5th, attracted a large attendance. Informal Primrose gardens,
table displays of specimen plants, cut flower arrangements and commercial ex-
hibits were worked into a harmonious Primrose pattern by committees in charge.

(Continued on Noxt 1'agi')
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Photo : Lew Levy

\\'a.ren, straw colored Sells, silvred within, diffusing a heliotrope-clover
sernt in June, are typical of P. sikkinicnsis. Discovcrt'iJ about one hundred
years ago by Kir Joseph Hooker in Xikkim, India, the Xikkim Cowslip has
also been fottnd growing in eastern Tibet by Kingdon Ward and in western
China by E. H. Wilson.

(From Prtvi'dinK I'asi-)
Exceptionally high quality of plants, wide variety of types and colors and

cultural excellence were to be seen everywhere. A goodly number of unusual
plants were found on the Rarities and Oddities table, perhaps the most extraordi-
nary being a fiery scarlet Hose-in-hose Polyanthus which had been brought from
Germany by a refugee.

*
Society's Seed Supply

The plentiful, popular and productive Candelabras have yielded
their annual seed supply in usual abundance making a number of species
and varieties available to those members who wish to make their ac-
quaintance. Seed of Primulas helodoxa (yellow), chungensis (orange),
pulverulenta (red), pulverulenta Hartley strain (pink) and japonica in

(Continued on Pagi; 31)
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MORE ABOUT PRIMULA ALLIONII
Clara W. Regan, Hutte, Montana

A year ago this last spring, I purchased an exceedingly small plain
of Primula Allionii*. Knowing its severely saxatile habits in nature, and
its exceedingly fussy reputation in cultivation, I approached it with fear
and trembling and a heavy sense of responsibility.

Weighing all pros and cons, I decided to make a crevice for my
treasure. I took a small slab of limestone and split it at a natural line
of cleavage. One piece I laid horizontally into a small bank of earth
facing due west. Then I mixed the soil made up of "vegetable-garden"
loam, sand, peat moss, and finely crushed mortar-rubble. I placed a thin
layer of this on the slab, laid P. Allionii tenderly upon it, then more of the
soil mixture, and lastly put on the top piece of rock, pressing it down
gently to exclude any air pockets. In other words I made a limestone
sandwich with a soil-mixture filling, with the Primula sticking out of
the side.

There was a slight jog in the rock which formed a tiny cave after
splitting, and there was the spot I elected to put my plant so that from
there it could peer out safely upon the outside world. My idea was to
protect the neck of the plant, that sensitive spot where the crown and
roots meet—and where almost invariably my P. Juliana hybrids separate
themselves into two parts—-from all excess moisture. Evidently 1 suc-
ceeded for all went well last summer, and I felt joyful, but not too joyful
what with our winter looming ever nearer.

When the time came for me to cover my rock garden for the winter
I simply pulled the top layer of rock farther over the brow of the Primula,
stuffed the crevice with leaves and left it to Providence. It was all I
could do.

Imagine with what trepidation I approached that sacred crevice
this spring, afraid to look, and yet wanting to know what had happened.
I will not keep you in suspense—-nothing had, not one single thing!
There sat P. Allionii as imperturbable and as inscrutable as any Chinese
idol, having taken whatever our wretched climate has'to offer with per-
fect aplomb. So, drawing one great sigh of relief and thanksgiving,
mixed, I took off the rock lid, and let the spring sunshine fall upon the
plant direct, hoping to warm its little frame, and to start the vital forces
once again coursing through its capillaries, or whatever it is that
Primulas have in that line.

Now, once again, the small sticky grey-green leaves are unfurling
and the rosette is appreciably larger—it seems by nature to be a most de-
liberate plant—but no side shoots have so far appeared. But I hasten
to tell the Society about my triumph while there is still something to
feel triumphant about, because in OUR climate you never know.

"Primula A l l i u n i l in flower la j i lc-turort on past' IK of Vol. li, ,N'o. 2.

I

**t ".
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EXPERIENCES WITH THK PRIMULA IN MARYLAND
Mrs. W. H. Haydon, Kiderwood, Maryland

It is generally thought that efforts to grow the Primula in Maryland
are not successful. In some sections of the state this is probably true.
In any section it is hardly to be attempted without the greatest vigilance
and care. No one who gardens casually can keep the plants here, and
those who strive arduously to give them their needs and protection are
fortunate if they flourish, increase and bloom year after year.

My section of Maryland, north of Baltimore, is subject to the most
erratic and temperamental weather. One year, long periods of drought,
another, long periods of intermittent rains, often torrential; hottest of
hot sun even in April and May; strong winds from the north in mid-
summer, drying the soil surface and night-dews on plant leaves—humid
blankets of air that hang about for hours or days; then hot sun again.
In winter we have deep freezes and deep thaws.

Rounds of the garden must be made to see that any plants pushed
out of the ground by this see-saw of freezing and thawing, are placed
gently back, else their exposed roots will result in death. Rounds must
be made in spring, summer and fall with a trowel in hand and a plentiful
supply of water, to keep the soil loose and the roots moist. Many species
of Primula are almost aquatic in their love and need of water. Even in
shade they cannot live without it.

A great number of years ago, while making visits to nurseries in
order to furnish a newly-made rock-garden, I discovered the Primrose,
in person; my former acquaintance being merely through the poets.
There were plants of Juliae and Veris, some gold-banded. To me
they were just Primroses. I knew as much about them as they knew
about me. I had not as much natural instinct of care as comes to a
mother with her first child. But the Primroses were bought, planted
hither and yon, without thought for their requirements, in sun or shade,
and left to get along; at times getting rained on, at times drying out
pitifully.

Well,Natnre was kind and patient—for a while. I lost some eventu-
ally, but strange to say, many lived a number of years, the gold-laced
Cowslips being the last to go.

For years I was without Primroses. Then, some one gave me some
plants of the Juliae hybrid, "Dorothy"—and by then having accumulated
gardening books and magazines, I had found out a lot about Primroses.
Also I had found out that in my garden I had areas of shade with a con-
stant supply of underground moisture. Things began to clear up a bit as
to the Primula and 1 decided to try again.

After acquiring a few plants in fear and trembling, the American
Primrose Society rose like a sun of hope on my horizon. Through the
Society I gained enthusiasm, interest and knowledge of so many varieties
of this plant that my ambitions soared like a rocket. Immediately I want-
ed to try everything. I ordered plants of Mistassinica and Wardii and
miserably failed, of course. Coining from far northern states, and need-
ing coolness like a polar bear, they simply passed away in the heat and
humidity of this climate.
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Seeds given me by the Society a year ago, and also some bought
from western growers, of Polyanthus, Acaulis and Japonica have been
most successful. So also have plants from Oregon. The Japonica,
grown from seed, made large plants giving a wealth of bloom. Some
plants of Polyanthus and Acaulis also bloomed well. This summer I
have set out nearly two hundred small plants from my own seed sowing
and have also planted more seed. The little plants are strong and grow-
ing fast and having over three months before hard freezing weather,
should be quite able to meet and endure the winter. I have a few
Auricula, which, while holding their own, are not doing wonders.
Marginata seed planted at the same lime as the Japonica, and left out all
winter did not show at all. I want to try it again.

A few clumps of Frondosa planted last year came into profuse bloom-
ing this spring, and the plants doubled this summer. The Asiatic
Denticulata are large and lush and bloomed generously. Seed taken from
these immediately into the pots germinated at once. Plants of the
double Primrose Marie Crousse, bloomed well and are growing nicely.

My Juliaes, Dorothy and Wanda and others begin to shed their old
leaves about mid-summer, new growth springing from the crowns at
the same time. It is then that 1 top-dress with fresh leaf mold, a little
bonemeal, or well rotted cow ma.nure, little stones about the crowns and
plenty of water every day. In a few weeks they are as large again as
formerly and ready for next year's display.

I use eight-inch clay pots for my seed sowing, placing small stones or
pebbles in the bottom to about three inches; over these four inches of
growing mixture, of one third each of sand, loam, and leaf-mold mixed
thoroughly till f iner than cornmeal. This is patted down firmly and
watered. On this damp surface the seed is sprinkled and a very light
covering of sand and leaf-mold, without soil, is scattered over it. A
covering (1 use an old wood shingle) is placed over the pot, leaving a
crack on the sides. This and the inch of space between the soil surface
and the top of the pot allow ample air circulation without light. The
clay pots are then kept in a container of some sort with water to the
depth of two to three inches. In this way the pot becomes cool and moist
and the growing medium never dries out, yet is never too wet. Both
seeds and plants benefit by this method and germination is surer and
quicker. Denticulata showed life in five days, some Polyanthus in a
week; Acaulis, however is slower. Rosea Grandiflora was well up in ten
days, but the Juliaes are lazy lie-a-beds, as is also Sieboldii.

Plants may be watered from above when well grown to several
inches but all do better with the underneath water-table. I set the little
plants in the open ground where they are to live as soon as big enough,
so they may have several months to prepare for winter in their perma-
nent location.

Now I have tried to show that a good many varieties of Primroses
may be raised, grown and enjoyed in some sections of Maryland at least,
though I know that all are not possible. But then we can't have every-
thing.

The almost human appearance of gratitude the Primrose assumes
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when we supply it constantly with those elements which are to it the
necessities of l i fe and sources of its well being change the gardener's
care of them from the performance of arduous tasks to an interesting
occupation. I, for one, have found it greatly worthwhile and a deep
well of enjoyment.

Ki i t t ' l i sh Auricula Year Hook for 1947 to Carry Colnr I ' l i i lrs

While the current Year Book of the National Auricula Society of
England (northern section) is still attracting a wide and appreciative
American audience we now learn of that Society's intention of publish-
ing their 1947 issue with color reproductions of Auriculas from paintings.
"Verdi" a gold-center Alpine, "Gordon Douglas" a light-center Alpine,
"Seaview" a grey-edged Show and "Green Woodpecker" a green-edged
Show are the varieties which will be reproduced.

The list of articles promises good reading and expert information:
How to Grow Auriculas, Time to Re-pot, Collecting Alpines in the Aus-
trian Tyrol, and an article on alpines by the well-known plant hunter,
Mr. Will Ingwersen.

The Year Book will be available in February for $1.25 from Mr. R. H.
Hriggs, Hon. Sec., High Bank, Rawtenstall, England. To those of the
American Primrose Society who have become members of the English
Society, the book will be mailed. Further details will appear in the
January issue of the Quarterly.
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ICE—A SUCCESSFUL WINTER MULCH
The use of ice for winter protection of plants is not new, but Mr. H. T.

Keeler of Rawlins, Wyoming was probably the first to use it in connec-
tion with Primulas. Summer and winter, Wyoming has heretofore pre-
sented Insurmountable difficulties to those who would transplant the
dewey freshness of Primroses to a windswept, sunscorched, sub-zero,
plant-heaving climate. His practice of showering the plants with a
gentle spray during the first hard freeze and covering with leaves and
cornstalks or pine boughs has for years given safe winter passage to his
increasing collection of Primulas.

Last winter, Mr. Keeler reports, was one of uneven temperature
without the usual amount of snow for moisture. Many hardy shrubs and
perennials not coated with ice succumbed while the Polyanthus, Acaulis,
Auriculas, Jul iana hybrids, and Asiatics were in excellent condition,
though still frozen, the first of April. Those plants in bloom by mid-
May braved out the snow, frost and zero weather, reaching the compara-
tive safety of June worn but willing to carry on.

Wyoming winter behavior seems as variable as that of other cli-
mates, but so far none seems particularly appealing to the gardener.
There have been times when the Primula garden was laid away under the
icy sheet during October, remaining thus for seven months to emerge
green as the day it was put to rest. There are winters when alternate
thaw and freeze manipulate the earth's surface for four months; when
twenty-five below zero is considered ordinary. And when, finally, mid-
May is reached and spring feels it is now or never, a blizzard may blow
through for a final fling.

Seeing the Primulas through the winter is but half, there still re-
mains the summer, and the same agents—moisture and shade—are em-
ployed. Planted where only the morning sun penetrates and interspersed
with rather tall-flowering annuals for added shade in a soil built up to
cool retentiveness through the constant search for humic materials is
the situation provided, and water every morning, very early, is the rule.
Mr. Keeler feels his efforts are well repaid by the six weeks of bloom
which equals the beauty of plants grown on the Pacific Coast.

4
The ice method of winter protection has been used with marked

success on both the west and east coasts. To avoid bruising of leaves the
netjii for a gentle spray of water is emphasized.

•f
Seedlings planted out in the fall will need special attention during

periods of freeze and thaw. Use ice and any light mulching material or
evergreen boughs after ground is frozen. Replanting may be necessary
after thaws.

Field mice often consume entire plants during the winter. Plants
along mole runs and under heavy mats of wet leaves are the first to go.
Snow also provides the desired seclusion. Poisoned bait placed about
under foliage and in habitually used mole runs during late fall and winter
is an effective check. Leaves should not be allowed to accumulate over
plants in areas where winters are wet and open.

>'.«./

(From Page 23)
than three terms and should be placed after the specific or hybrid name:
P. Sieboldii Dora or P. x pubescens Kingscote. In commercial practice,
the varietal name is sometimes allowed to stand alone or is appended
to one of the parents of a hybrid alone, as in P. Kingscote. This is not ad-
visable except in circles where long familiarity with the varieties in
question makes any confusion impossible. An unfortunate and well-
known example of such possible confusion is afforded by the common
practice of appending the varietal names of the many charming forms
of P. x Juliana to P. Juliae, one of the species entering into the cross.
One often finds references to P. x Juliana Alba as a natural variety of
P. Juliae, which it definitely is not, being, rather, yet another of the
many complex hybrids of this group. The names given horticultural
varieties must not be Latinized, with the exception of those of known
parentage which designate some botanical character of the plant or its
place of origin. It is definitely incorrect to Latinize horticultural names
commemorating persons. Varietal names in horticulture should not be
translated when used in another language; it would not be acceptable
to list P. x Juliana Schneekissen as P. x Juliana "Snow Cushion". When
it seems desirable to make such a translation, it should be appended in
parenthesis to the original name of the plant. It has been further rec-
ommended that the prefixes "Mr.", "Mrs.", etc. and the articles "a",
"and", their equivalents in other languages be avoided in naming horti-
cultural forms. Horticultural names are considered validly published
when a recognizable description, with or without a figure, is given in
a recognized horticultural periodical or serial, a dated horticultural cata-
log, or scientific publication in any language employing Roman char-
acters.

The proper use of botanical nomenclature is an advantage and a
pleasure. A familiarity with its rules and usages is a necessity with the
growing interest on the part of both amateur and commercial gardeners
in hybridization and will prove invaluable as new species are discovered
and introduced to our gardens. And with this influx of new beauty
from the collector and hybridizer, gardeners will find an increasing use
of the language of plants, which is one of the few truly universal
languages of the world.

•t
(From Page 2G)

shades of dark red, carmine and pink have been received from Mrs. John
L. Karnopp, Portland. Mrs. John Pearson, Monroe, Oregon and Mrs. W.
H. Haydon, Riderwood, Maryland have added to the supply of PP. pulver-
ulenta and japonica with "children of seeds sent by the Society a year
ago."

A wider variety of seed can be offered if everyone, with any surplus
at all, will send it, however small, to the Corresponding Secretary, Mrs.
S. R. Smith, Route l(j, Box 102, Portland 2, Oregon. Thus pooled, any
larger supply can be offered separately, the smaller in mixtures.

Seeds are available to all members in good standing upon receipt of
request and self-addressed, stamped envelope by the corresponding Sec-
retary. For "Understanding the Asiatics" refer to article on page 8,
Volume 3, No. 1.
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POLYANTHUS
Ci. l i .r • Hl /o - Form

Assdrl i ' t l C. i lnrs , *i per ]>kl .
I- juponk-ii. mixed colors and I', pulver-

ulenta, Bartley pink. $1 each pkt.
I S L A M ) I'KIMROSE GARDEX

Carl Maskey (ieurse Marsl ial l
a iaa-Sl l i Ave. (Island Station)

Milwaukie 2, Oregon

SEEDS OF BLUES
Selected Blue Polyanthus Sueil

$1.00 Pkt.

Mrs. Flavius Meier
3200 SilverUm Koad Salem, Orego

S T R A I NM A J E S T I C
1'olyantlius Hrin iroNp Seed

Colors; Yellow, f l i ime , wli i te , red. lilur. rnwe and f l ame piistcl. or mixed, SI pkt.
S l ' K C l A L l i l . l ' I . X i ) OV CHOICIOST U.MITIOD STOCK", mixed $2 pkt .

At least 20(1 seeds per pkt. No catalos.
Lindu A. Elckinan Itoiilc a Dayton,

Qrimulas and Alpines

A u r i c u l a seed from a splendid col l t 'c l imi
of Show u nil (JimU-ii l i i r lH. irs , . M K I i i n -
only. I ' k l . *!,««, I M . S ! |»;i id .

Price list will he mailed to those interested

Alpenglow Gardens
Mlclmud & Co.

R. B. 4 New Westminster, It. C.
Canada

VETTERLE

REINELT
Capitola, California

Originators of

Pacific Strain
of

Polyanthus Primroses
Sold out until spring 1947

GREEN PASTURES
GARDENS
Else M. Frye

2215 East 4Cth St.. Seattle 5, Wash.

Species Rhododendrons
European and Asiatic Primulas

Ground-covering Plants
Indestructible Perfect Garden Labels will

keep plant names intact.
1946 Catalog upon request.

Hose-in-Hose Seed
Tiikt ' i i from yellow, w l i i t f , pink it ml red

Ilose-in-liose Polyanthus. Only part will
lie Hose-in-hose but very interesting and
wonli whi le . SI ] i k l .

New I,tut Now I t t ' i M l j

LAND'S NURSERY

PRIMROSE SEED
Seeds from seed beds only

Plants selected for form, fi'ooil stem, largt
florets and color.

Polyanthus, Ac-uulis, or Aur icula
SI each pi-it. A blend of good colors

Polyanthus Blue, $1 each pkt.
1'olyanLliu.s. deep orange yellow, $1 pkt,

P. japonii 'a (rose red) and I1, japonica
rosea ( p i n k ) oOc each pkt.

Available after August 1st.

Helen's Primrose Gardens
, Koute 9, Box 15GO Portland 1G, Oregon

4Z

Choice Polyanthus
Glorious Flame Shades

1 n-licate rust els
Separate or mixed pkts. $1 oa

New and old Juliae Hybrids
White Grape Hyacinths

Wi' in l for price l i s t .

F i u x I J i T f ! Mi lwaukie 2 , Oregon

Primula Juliae Hybrids
Choice Rock Plants

Dwarf Shrubs
Iris

New 1946 Catalog on Request

Carl Starker Gardens
Jennings Lodge, Oregon

OREGON'S PRIDE
The Polyanthus Primroses that are

"Dellghtitiil, delectable, de-lovely!" A
greater number o£ fabulous pinkB each
year.

SEED (hand pollinated) 91 per pkt.

R. P. McHenry
2833 N. W. Raleigrh St. Portland 10, Ore.

No catalogue

FAMOUS

From

Plants and Hand-pollinated Seed
1946-47 illustrated guide and catalog

BARNHAVEN GARDENS
Gresham, Oregon

Polyanthus Primroses
New Crop Seed

This is the original Veris Colossea strain
with lush green foliage and giant florets,
Some over 2 inches in diameter. Harvest-
ed from exhibition plants. In a wide range
of coJor. They deserve your trial.

Seed $1 per pkt., over 200 seeds
Seedlings $5 per 100, $3 per 50

Delivery on plants from November
through May. Cultural directions

with each order.

MOORE'S NURSERY
l, Box 7 Kosebnrg, Oregon

GO WEST BAIT
TOBACCO DUST

To Control Strawberry Weevil
Oregon Grown Primrose Seed

Exquisite Polyanthus, Mixed..?! per pkt.
Colossea Strain Polyanthus, Mixed

75c per pkt.
Garden Auriculas 50c per pkt.

BRAEGER'S
OREGON SEED STORE

140 S. W. Yamhill St., Portland 4, Oregon
Fall Bnlft Catalog on Bequest

We specialize in Tulips, small and
unusual Bulbous Material and

Primroses

CATALOG

y Washington

S E E D
Polyanthus of very large florets

unusual colors, $1.00 per pkt,
Florindae Yellow Bells (tall)
Japonica .Mixed Colors
Pulverulenta Rose
Pulverulenta, Bartley Strain 'Pink'
Denticulata Lavender Globes
Auricula Mixed Colors

Crestdale Nursery
3[arguerlte Norrbo

40Dii S. W. Crestdalft Drive Portland,

and

Ore.

Polyanthus Primrose
Seed

Choice, Vancouver Island grown, exhibi-
tion quality. A superb selection outstand-
ing for giant florets and marvelous
color range.

IMS crop $1 per pkt. 150 seeds

David R. Philbrick
2383 Rosario St. Victoria, B. C.
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ATKINS
NURSERYMEN and PLANTSMEN

SINCE 1898
Catalog sent upon request

(Please remit 25c to cover postage
and handling charge)

Features a comprehensive list of
Herbaceous Plants, including

Primroses.

Box P. East Rutherford, N. J.

SPRADUSTO
Fermate, Sulphur,

Rotenone and
Pyrethrum

Qolossal Polyanthus
Widest Color Range, Unusual Shades,

Largest Size
Our seed is harvested from plants especially selected

and grown for seed production.

New Crop Ready. Mixed Colors, pkt. $1.00

Cultural directions. Illustrated catalogue.

Clackamas, Oregon

Growers of finer primrose and pansy seed.

«oi nn.nniH< eo. ••IMAM


